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Denotational Models for

Unbounded Nondeterminism
�

Michael W� Mislove

Abstract

Unbounded nondeterminism has played a fundamental role in the areas of re�nement

between models of languages supporting real�time constructs and in the treatment of

fairness� Unlike bounded nondeterminism� unbounded nondeterminism has not been

amenable to a satisfactory treatment using� for instance� the techniques of domain

theory� In this paper we explore this issue� and we show that only one of the three

powerdomains has a suitable analogue for modeling unbounded nondeterminism� In

the process� we are forced to leave the realm of directed complete partial orders and

continuous maps� The theory we develop is based on the theory �rst presented in

���� which itself was based on work on unbounded nondeterminism in untimed and

Timed CSP�

� Introduction

Nondeterminism plays a fundamental role in modeling distributed computa�

tion� Most languages supporting concurrent computation utilize this construct

to resolve parallel composition in terms of the �more primitive� operations of

sequential composition and nondeterministic choice� And in domain theory

each of the forms of �binary� nondeterministic choice has a simple model which

can be described easily � these are the three power domains� Using either

domain theory or the alternative approach that complete metric spaces and

contractive mappings o�er� there now exist well�established tools for craft�

ing models for a wide variety of high�level programming languages supporting

concurrent computation�

However� all of this discussion is restricted to languages which support

only the usual �nitary operators� sequential composition� internal or external

choice� synchronous or asynchronous parallel composition� hiding� restriction�

etc� There are compelling arguments also to consider unbounded nondeter�

minism� For example� unbounded choice is a natural construct to incorporate

in speci	cation languages� One only has to think of specifying a process whose

behavior might vary depending on which natural number were input to see

the need for such a construct� Unbounded nondeterminism also is fundamen�

tal to obtaining proper re	nement operators between models for Timed CSP
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��� and corresponding models for untimed CSP 
�� for example� Indeed� to
re	ne the process which� in an untimed setting is willing to do an action a

and then normally terminate� one must distinguish between the process in the
timed setting which can do an a at any given time �and hence� can postpone
doing the a for an arbitrary amount of time� from the process which also could
postpone doing the a for all time� With a view toward languages other than
CSP� it is important to establish an organized theory for treating unbounded
nondeterminism�

The purpose of this paper is to start in that direction� The goal is to gen�
eralize the results on unbounded nondeterminism in Timed and untimed CSP
from 
������� so that they are applicable to other languages� We also investi�
gate other forms of unbounded nondeterminism than the demonic choice used
in 
�������� Our results along this line show that demonic nondeterminism is
the only form that is amenable to a general theory� That theory� by the way�
takes us outside the usual assumptions that are at the heart of domain theory�
Indeed� to obtain a model with the properties we desire� we are led to consider
partially ordered spaces that are not directed complete� and monotone maps
that are not continuous� In the end� the theory we develop is what might
be called a pure �xed point theory� in that we develop our results in a setting
where the selfmaps of interest are shown to have least 	xed points even though
they are de	ned on partially ordered sets that are not directed complete� and
even though the functions themselves are not necessarily continuous�

� Domain Theory

Any attempt to model programming languages in a mathematical fashion
must deal with recursion� and the natural way to do this is via some sort of
a limit process� The insight of Dana Scott was that partially ordered sets
are an appropriate setting that allow one to use Tarski�s Theorem to assure
that recursive constructs all have meanings� The essential idea is that� in a
partial order where directed sets have suprema� each monotone selfmap has
a least 	xed point� and this can be used to de	ne the meaning of a recursive
construct� In fact� domain theory provides a theory that makes the process of
de	ning meanings for recursive constructs exceptionally easy� since it makes
the assumption that all functions used are continuous � preserve suprema of
directed sets � and that there are enough 	nitary objects � called compact
elements � so that any element is the supremum of a directed set of compact
elements� This program has met with so much success that domain theory has
attained a status as the principal tool of semantic modeling� Clearly one place
to lay a foundation for modeling any new programming construct is within
this area�

Before discussing unbounded nondeterminism� we 	rst review some results
about models for bounded nondeterminism in cpo�s� somewhat extending the
well�known results for domains� By a cpo we mean a �directed� complete
partial order � a partially ordered set in which all directed subsets have least
upper bounds� We also assume that cpo�s have least elements� generically
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denoted as �� An element k � P in a partially ordered set is compact if for
every directed set D � P � if k �

F
D� then there is some d � D satisfying

k � d� We let K�P � denote the set of compact elements of P � and K�x� ��

x � K�P � for each x � P �where �x � fy � P j y � xg�� The cpo P is a
domain if K�x� is directed and x �

F
K�x� for every x � P � The following

result is standard from domain theory� but it seems to have escaped notice

that the target Q only needs to be a cpo in general�

Proposition ��� Let P be a domain and let Q be a cpo� and suppose that

f �K�P � � Q is a monotone map� Then there is a unique extension
bf �P � Q

that is continuous� �

The domain�theoretic approach to modeling nondeterminism is via the use

of power domains� which are analogues of the power set of a set� The idea is
that a power domain over a given domain P is a pair �P�P ���� satisfying�

� P�P � is a domain and there is a continuous injection P �� P�P �� and

� ��P�P �� P�P � � P�P � is a continuous semilattice �associative� commu�
tative� idempotent� operation to model nondeterministic choice�

An object �Q��� where Q is a cpo and ��Q� Q � Q is a continuous semi�
lattice operation could be called a semilattice cpo� We now develop results
which generalize the ones 	rst discovered by Hennessy and Plotkin 
��

De�nition ��� Let P be a domain� and let P��K�P � � fF j 	 
� F �

K�P � g denote the family of nonempty 	nite subsets of K�P ��

� The lower power domain PL�P � for P is the ideal completion of the family
�P��K�P ��vL�� where F vL G if and only if F ��G� The semilattice
operation on PL�P � is union� and the continuous injection is �L�x� ��x�

� The upper power domain PU�P � for P is the ideal completion of the family
�P��K�P ��vU �� where F vU G if and only if G ��F � The semilattice
operation on PU�P � is union� and the continuous injection is �U�x� ��x�

� The convex power domain PC�P � for P is the ideal completion of the family
�P��K�P ��vC�� where F vC G if and only if F �L G and F �U G� The
semilattice operation on PC�P � is X �Y � hX � Y i� the convex hull of the

union of X and Y � and the continuous injection is �C�x� � fxg�

As was 	rst shown in 
��� the lower or Hoare power domain PL�P � is iso�
morphic to the family of nonempty Scott�closed subsets of P under inclusion�

If the domain is coherent� then the upper or Smyth power domain PU�P � is
isomorphic to the family of non�empty Scott�compact upper sets of P under

reverse inclusion� From this it follows easily that the convex or Plotkin power

domain PC�P � is isomorphic to those non�empty order�convex subsets X � P

satisfying �X � PL�P � and �X � PU�P �� The following result generalizes the
observation 	rst made by Hennessy and Plotkin about the universal properties

of these power domains�

Theorem ��� Let P be a domain� let �Q��� be a semilattice cpo and let

f �K�P � � Q be a monotone map� Finally� let
bf �P � Q be the continuous
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map guaranteed by Proposition ����

�i� There is a unique continuous semilattice map PC�f��PC�P � � Q satis�

fying

PC�f��fxg� � bf�x� for x � P �

�ii� If x � x � y for every x� y � Q� then there is a unique continuous

semilattice map

PL�f��PL�P �� Q satisfying PL�f���x� � bf�x� for x � P �

�iii� If x � y � x for every x� y � Q� then there is a unique continuous

semilattice map

PU�f��PU �P �� Q satisfying PU�f���x� � bf�x� for x � P � �

Recall that a Scott domain is a domain P in which every nonempty subset
has an in	mum� These objects were 	rst investigated by Scott as models for
the untyped lambda calculus� but they also play a role in the semantics of
concurrent languages� as the following example demonstrates�

Example ��� Let A be a nonempty set� and let A� denote the set of 	nite
words over A in the pre�x order� s v t if and only if �u � A�� t � su� Letp

be a symbol not in A� and let A� � A� �A�
p�A� be the family of 	nite

words over A� possibly ending in
p
� together with the in	nite words over A�

Then A� is a Scott domain�

� the compact elements are A� � A�
p
� the 	nite words�

� the least element is �� the empty word�

� if s� t � A�� then s � t is the greatest common pre	x of s and t�

For a simple concurrent language� the elements of A are meant to denote
uninterpreted atomic actions a program can perform� Terms ending in

p
denote programs which terminate normally� while those without this symbol
at the end denote those that either do not terminate� or else that terminate
abnormally �deadlock�� In this setting� the inf�operation on A� is a model for
synchronous parallel composition� a l�a CSP�

The family A� gives a model for the sequential� deterministic processes�
and it is the role of the power domains given above to model the varying forms
of choice�

� the family PL�A�� models angelic choice� where deadlock is avoided if at
all possible�

� the family PU�A�� models demonic choice� where deadlock is catastrophic�
and

� the family PC�A�� models conventional choice� where either branch of a
sum p�q can deadlock or make progress regardless of what the other branch
does�

It is important to note that in the case of PL�A��� for example� any ele�
ment X containing an

p
for each n � N also must contain a�� since a� �S

n�N �an
p �

� where � denotes closure in the Scott topology� The same is
true of any element X of PU�A�� or of PC�A�� that contains an

p
for each

�
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n � N�

� Unbounded Power Spaces

We have alluded to some problems that were experienced in trying to model

unbounded nondeterminism in CSP� In fact� it is an easy exercise to convince

oneself that the lower power domain PL�D�� the upper power domain PU�D�

and the convex power domain PC�D� over a Scott domainD admit unbounded

sums � in the 	rst case� this amounts to taking the supremum of an in	nite set�

in the second it amounts to taking the in	mum� and in the last� it amounts to

taking the closed convex hull of the set over which the sum is being formed�

Since these objects are complete with respect to the respective operations� the

in	nite sum in question certainly exists in the model� The problem is that the

sum in the model is not the desired element� For example� in the case of the

lower power domain of P�A��� if we were to take the supremum of the in	nite

set f�anp j n � Ng� then this supremum also contains the element �a�� From
a speci	cation standpoint� the point of supporting unbounded nondeterminism

is precisely to distinguish a process that can do any 	nite number of a�s from

one that also can perform an in	nite number of a�s� Thus� the lower power

domain is not a satisfactory model of unbounded nondeterminism� A similar

analysis shows that neither the upper power domain nor the convex power

domain over A� is satisfactory as a model of unbounded nondeterminism for

the same reason�

The remedy for the problem just described was found in the case of CSP

by leaving the realm of complete partial orders and continuous maps and mak�

ing do with the more general setting of partially ordered sets and monotone

maps� In this setting� Tarski�s Theorem no longer is valid � there certainly

are monotone selfmaps which have no 	xed point at all �let alone a least one��

But this theorem still applies if one can assure that pre��xed points exist for

all the functions one might encounter� and that the lower set �x of each point

is a complete partial order� A pre�	xed point for a function f is an element x

satisfying f�x� � x� If such a point x exists� and if �x is a complete partial

order� then any monotone map f having a pre�	xed point has a least 	xed

point� We call spaces where each directed set having an upper bound has a

least upper bound local cpo�s� and we now present the theory necessary to use

these spaces to build models for unbounded nondeterminism�

��� Local cpo�s

De�nition ��� A partially ordered set P is a local cpo if P has a least element�

�� and if every directed subset of P that has an upper bound has a least upper

bound�

Local cpo�s were 	rst introduced in 
�� where they were used to give an

underlying mathematical theory on which to build models for unbounded non�

determinism in untimed and Timed CSP� The following result from 
� shows
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that the lower set of each point in a local cpo is a cpo� so these objects deserve

their name�

Proposition ��� If P is a partially ordered set� then the following are equiv�

alent�

�i� P is a local cpo�

�ii� Each principal lower set �x � fy � P j y v xg is a cpo� and

if D � P is directed and bounded� then fx � P j D ��xg is �ltered� �

The local cpo�s that we are interested in using for semantic models are

those that support a semilattice structure which allows us to model unbounded

nondeterminism� The precise de	nition we need involves an additional order

on a semilattice� which we now de	ne�

Proposition ��� Let �S��� be a semilattice� Then S has a partial order v�

de�ned by

s v� t i	 s � t� S � ft� x j x � Sg i	 s � s� t�

and � is monotone with respect to v��

Proof� Straightforward� �

If S is an inf�semilattice� then it is routine to show that s v� t if and only

if s � t � s � t � s� and if S is a sup�semilattice� then s v� t if and only

if s � t � s � t � s� These facts lead us to call the order v� the order of

nondeterminism� In the following� let P��X� denote the non�empty subsets of

the set X�

Note � Since we have two orders on the semilattice �S�v��� in the following

de�nition� we establish the convention that� when speaking about the order v��

we denote

ft � S j s v� tg by �� s and ft � S j t v� sg by �� s�

The notations �s and �s will be reserved for the preorder v we hypothesize for

such a semilattice S�

De�nition ��� By a semilattice lcpo we mean a triple �S�v���� where �S�v�

is a local cpo and ��S�S � S is a semilattice operation that is continuous �ie�

preserves sups of v�directed sets�� We say that �S�v��� supports unbounded

sums if there is a mapping
L
�P��S� � S satisfying�

�

L
fs�� � � � � sng � s��� � ��sn for each non�empty 	nite subset fs�� � � � � sng �

S�

�

L
�A �B� �

L
A�

L
B for all A�B � P��S�� and

� if s� t � S and 	 
� X ��s ��t� then s v
L
X v t�

We call semilattice lcpo�s that support unbounded sums ucpo�s�

Note that the second condition simply asserts that
L
�P��S� � S is a ��

homomorphism� Also� the monotonicity of � with respect to v implies that

the third condition holds for 	nite sets X� But� there is nothing to ensure it
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also holds for in	nite sets as well� One could view this condition as a continuity

condition on
L
� indeed� each of the lower� upper and convex power domains

supports unbounded sums� and they all satisfy the second condition because

in	nite sums in each are the limit of 	nite sub�sums�

De�nition ��� Let P be a domain� let �S�v��� be a ucpo� and let f �P � S

be a continuous map� The we say that �S�v��� is representative for P if� for

each non�empty subset X � P and each element y � P � if
L

f�X� v� f�y��

then there is some x � X with f�x� v� f�y��

In the parlance of complete lattices� for S to be representative for P �

it must be that each element of P is a complete
L
�prime in S relative to

the order v�� This may seem quite a stringent condition� but it is what

we want to hold of the in	nite words such as a� in a model of unbounded

nondeterminism� As we already noted� for a given domain P � each of the

power domains P�P � mentioned in the previous section is a semilattice lcpo�

And� while they support unbounded sums if P is a Scott domain� none of

them is a representative model for P � precisely because a� is in the limit of

the 	nite sub�sums in each model� We now consider each of the power domains

in turn� and establish results about the existence of corresponding ucpo�s that

are representative for P �

��� Unbounded Angelic Nondeterminism

We begin our discussion of ucpo analogues to power domains with the lower

power domain� This power domain is characterized by the fact that it is the

universal sup�semilattice over P �

Theorem ��� Let �S�v��� be a ucpo that satis�es s v s� t for all s� t � S�

Then �S�v��� is a sup�semilattice� If P be a domain� and let f �P � S be a

continuous map� then there is a continuous mapping PL�f��PL�P � � S that

preserves all non�empty suprema�

Proof� Since S is a ucpo and s� t v s � t for each s� t � S� the conditions

of De	nition ��� imply that
L

Z �
F
Z for each non�empty subset Z � S�

Indeed� if z � Z� then z v z �
L

Z by assumption� But the 	rst and second

conditions imply that

z �
M

Z �
M
fzg�

M
Z �

M
�fzg � Z� �

M
Z�

so we conclude that z vLZ� Thus
L

Z is an upper bound for Z�

Now� if t � S satis	es Z ��t� thenLZ v t by the third condition� So
L

Z

is an upper bound for Z that is less than or equal to any upper bound of Z�

ie�
L

Z �
F
Z� It follows that �S��� is a sup�semilattice closed under all non�

empty suprema� and clearly the sup�operation
L
�S�S � S preserves directed

suprema� Thus� given a continuous map f �P � S de	ned on a domain� part

�� of Theorem ��� implies there is a continuous mapping PL�f��PL�P � � S

that preserves all suprema� �

Corollary ��� There is no representative ucpo �S�v��� for the domain A� �

A� �A�
p � A�

satisfying s v s� t for all s� t � S�

�
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Proof� The previous theorem implies that any ucpo S satisfying s v s� t for

all s� t � S for which there is a continuous map f �A� � S admits a continuous

mapping PL�f��PL�A�� � S that preserves all non�empty suprema� But� in

PL�A��� the any subset containing fanp j n � Ng also must contain a�� and

so the element
Lff�anp� j n � Ng must satisfy f�a�� v Lff�anp� j n �

Ng� �

This Corollary means representative models for unbounded angelic non�

determinism do not always exist� The crux of the problem is that there are

two orders at play� the order of recursion� which is used to for least 	xed

points that de	ne meanings of recursive constructs� and the order of nonde�

terminism� which arises from the nondeterministic sum operator� In the case

of angelic nondeterminism� these orders coincide� and that is why there is no

representative model for this form of unbounded nondeterminism�

��� Unbounded Demonic Nondeterminism

Turning our attention to the upper power domain� we now show that this form

of unbounded nondeterminism does admit representative models� Recall that

the upper power domain over a domain P is the free inf�semilattice cpo over

P �

Theorem ��	 If P is a domain� then

PUS�P � � fX � P j 	 
� X ��Xg with

X � Y � X � Y and X v Y i	 Y � X

is a representative ucpo for P � Moreover� the inclusion mapping PU�P � ��
PUS�P � is continuous and preserves �nite unions�

Proof� It is a simple exercise to show that PUS�P � is a inf�semilattice under

union when endowed with the reverse�containment order� and that it is an

lcpo for which the inf�operation is continuous� The mapping f �P � PUS�P �
by f�x� ��x is continuous� Finally� to show PUS�P � is representative� let

X � P be a non�empty family� Then
L

f�X� �
Sff�x� j x � Xg ��X� so� if

y � P satis	es f�y� v� L f�X�� then f�y� ��y � �X� It follows that x v y

for some x � X� and so f�y� v� f�x�� �

We also can obtain a universal property for PUS�P ��
Theorem ��
 Let P be a domain and let �S�v��� be a ucpo satisfying s�t v
s for all s� t � S� Then �S�v��� is an inf�semilattice closed under all non�

empty in�ma� If f �P � S is a continuous map� then there is a unique

monotone mapping PUS�f��PUS�P �� S preserving all sums�

Proof� Suppose that s � t v s for all s� t � S� If Z � S� then an argument

similar to that for Theorem ��� shows that
L

Z � uZ� so �S�v��� is an

inf�semilattice closed under all non�empty in	ma�

If f �P � S is given� then we can de	nePUS�f��PUS�P �� S byPUS�f��X� �
Lff�x� j x � Xg� This mapping clearly is well�de	ned� and the fact that S is

�
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an inf�semilattice implies that PUS�f���x� � f�x� for all x � P � The mapping

also clearly preserves all sums� since sums in PUS�P � are simply unions�

To show PUS�f� is unique� we assume that ��PUS�P � � S is monotone�

preserves all sums� and satis	es ���x� � f�x� for all x � P � Then� for any

X � PUS�P �� we have X �
S
f�x j x � Xg� and so

��X� � ��
�
f�x j x � Xg� �

M
f���x� j x � Xg

�
M
ff�x� j x � Xg � PUS�f��X��

�

This Theorem provides an analogue for the Smyth power domain for un�

bounded nondeterminism� We delay until the next section establishing that

this construction can provide a semantic model for unbounded nondetermin�

ism in a programming language� First� we consider the 	nal power domain

construct�

��
 Unbounded Conventional Nondeterminism

The last construction we consider is an analogue of the Plotkin power domain�

We commented in Section � that the Plotkin power domain can be constructed

from the Hoare and Smyth power domains� namely�

PC�P � � fX � P j�X � PL�P � � �X � PU �P �g�

One interpretation of Theorem ��� is that the Hoare power domain is the

universal model for unbounded angelic nondeterminism� at least among ucpo�s

�even though the construction does not always yield a representative model��

Since we have a representative model for unbounded demonic nondeterminism

in hand � PUS�P � � it is natural to follow the same construction as given above

for PC�P � in an attempt to model unbounded conventional nondeterminism�

We do arrive at a de	nitive result� but it is not the one we might expect�

Example ���� Let P � N �fa� bg�f�g with the order in which all elements

of N are below each of a and b� and these are incomparable maximal elements

of P � It is clear that P is a domain in which all elements are compact� We

now proceed to show that there is no universal ucpo over P �

To begin� note that PC�P �� the convex power domain over P is

PC�P � � fX � P j 	 
� X ��X � �Xg�

the set of all non�empty order�convex subsets of P � This family is clearly a

ucpo in which the sum of sets is the convex hull of their union�

Now� suppose that �S�v��� is a ucpo and f �P � S is a continuous map�

For each n � N� let Xn � fm � N j n � mg � fag� Then fXn j n � Ng is a

directed family under both the order vL and vU �

n � n�
�� Xn ��Xn� � Xn� ��Xn�

Thus� Xn vC� a for all n � N� Since f �P � S is continuous� the same

relations hold for the family ff�Xn�gn�N� and then the third condition for S

to be a ucpo implies that f
L
f�Xn�gn�N is directed in S and f�a� is an upper

�
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bound for this family� Since S is an lcpo� the family f
L

f�Xn�gn�N has a least
upper bound� s � S�

Next� suppose that S is universal for P � ie� suppose that any continuous

map ��P � T from P into any ucpo �T�vT ��� supporting unbounded sums
lifts to a monotone mapping ��S � T preserving all sums� Then� there is

a mapping ��S � P
C
�P � such that �� � f��x� � fxg for each x � P � It

follows that ��� � � � f��x� ��x and ��� �� � f��x� ��x� where ���X� ��X
and ���X� ��X are the projections from PC�P � onto PL�P � and PUS�P ��
respectively�

Using �� ���S � PL�P �� we see that s maps to an upper bound for �Xn

for all n � N� which means that �a is a subset of ���s��

On the other hand� clearly X
n
��a� and following this inclusion into S�

we have that
L
f�Xn� v f�a�� Applying the map into PL�S�� we conclude

that ���s� is a subset of �a� since the mapping from S to PL�P � is monotone�

Thus� ���s� ��a�

Similarly� since s v f�a� � f�b�� it follows that ���s� � PUS�P � contains
fa� bg� But� this means that ��s� � PC�P � satis	es fa� bg ����s� ��Xn for
all n � N� and ���s� ��a in PL�P �� there are no subsets of P that satisfy

these criteria� �

The problem this example illustrates is that a partial order P may satisfy
the property that all bounded directed subsets of P have suprema� but there

still may be directed subsets of the family of non�empty subsets of P that
have no supremum in the convex order� but still have upper bounds in that

order� Thus� the natural analogue of the Plotkin power domain� �P��P ��vC�

is not a local cpo in general�

To summarize the results of this section� we see that there is no rep�
resentative model for unbounded angelic nondeterminism in general� or for

unbounded conventional nondeterminism in general� at least among ucpo�s�

The one potential model we have found is PUS�P �� which is the basis for the
models of unbounded nondeterminism in untimed and Timed CSP�

� A Category of Ucpo�s

In order to develop ucpo�s as semantic models� we need results which allow
recursive terms to be given meanings in these objects� We cannot rely on

the usual least 	xed theory that domain theory is built upon� ucpo�s are not

directed complete� so there are directed sets without suprema� The results we
need require that we single out a category of ucpo�s and monotone maps so
that all the selfmaps we consider are guaranteed to have least 	xed points�

To begin� we let CPO denote the category of cpo�s and monotone maps�
and US the category of inf�semilattices supporting all non�empty in	ma� and
monotone maps between them� It is routine to show that each of these cat�

egories are cartesian closed� in each� the internal hom functor is simply the

hom�set in the category� In fact� both CPO and US are sub�cartesian closed

categories of POSET � the category of partially ordered sets and monotone

��
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maps� We would like to focus on US alone as the target category for our

semantics of unbounded nondeterminism� but the mappings in the category

do not always have least 	xed points� Moreover� it is not hard to construct

examples of monotone selfmaps on such a space each of which has a least

	xed point� but whose composition has no 	xed points� So we resort to using

the category CPO to guarantee the mappings we consider all have least 	xed

points�

De�nition ��� We de	ne the category USPO to have as objects pairs �P� S��

where

�i� P is a cpo�

�ii� S is an inf�semilattice supporting all non�empty in	ma� and

�iii� P � S is a subset of S satisfying S ��P�

A morphism of USPO is a pair �f� ��� �P� S� � �P �� S�
� such that f �S � S�

is a monotone map satisfying f�P � � P �� and ��S � S�
is monotone and

satis	es � v f �

Note that� for a USPO�object �P� S�� each directed subset D � P has

a supremum in P since P is a cpo� And� the supremum of D in P is an

upper bound for the set in S� so D also has a supremum in S� However� the

supremum can be di�erent if taken in S than it is in P �

Lemma ��� If S is an inf�semilattice having all non�empty infs� then S also

is an lcpo� �

We want to show that USPO is a cartesian closed category� but to obtain

the exponential� we need the following proposition�

Proposition ��� If �P� S� and �Q�T � are USPO�objects� then

�T � S� � ff �S � T j f is monotone and f�P � � Qg

is a cpo in the pointwise order�

Proof� Let D � �T � S� be directed� Then ff jP j f � Dg also is directed�

Since Q is a cpo and f�P � � Q for f � D� we can de	ne the monotone map

FP �P � Q by FP �p� �
F
Qff�p� j f � Dg� This serves to de	ne the mapping

we seek on P�

If s � S� then since S ��P� there is some p � P with s vS p� Then

ff�s� j f � Dg is a directed set and f�s� v f�p� v FP �p�� so FP �p� is an upper

bound for ff�s� j f � Dg� Since T is an lcpo� this directed set has a least upper

bound� which we de	ne to be F �s�� Clearly F jP � FP and s �� F �s��S � T

de	nes a monotone mapping from S to T � Thus F � �S � T � is an upper

bound for D � �S � T ��

If f v g � �T � S� for all f � D� then f�s� vT g�s� for all s � S and all

f � D� It follows that F �s� vT g�s� for all s � S� This shows F �
F
D� so

that �T � S� is a cpo� �

We now are ready to prove that USPO is a cartesian closed category�
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Theorem ��� USPO is a cartesian closed category� If �P� S� and �P �� S��
are USPO�objects� then

�i� the terminal object is �f�g� f�g��

�ii� the product of �P� S� and �P �� S�� is the pair �P � P �� S � S ���

�iii� the exponential of �P� S� by �P �� S �� is the pair ��S� � S�� S �S�� where
� �S� � S� � ff �S� � S j f is monotone and f�P � � P �g� and
� S�S � f� � US�S�� S� j �f � �S � � S�� ��s� v f�s� ��s � S�g�

Proof� It is routine to verify that �� and �� hold� For ��� let �P� S� and �Q�T �
be USPO�objects� Then� the previous Proposition shows that �T � S� is a
cpo� Also� it is clear that S�S has all non�empty in	ma� indeed� the pointwise
in	mum of a family of maps preserving all non�empty in	ma also preserves
non�empty in	ma� and a mapping dominating any one of them also dominates
their in	mum� Thus ��S� � S�� S�S� is another USPO�object�

If �F���� �P ��� S��� � �P �� S �� � �P� S�� then F �S�� � S� � S is monotone
and ��S���S� � S is monotone and is dominated by F� Since the category of
posets and monotone maps is cartesian closed� and since any inf�semilattice
also is a poset� there is a unique mapping ��F ��S�� � POSET �S�� S� such
that ��F ��s����s�� � F �s��� s��� for all �s��� s�� � S�� � S �� Similarly� since US
is a sub�cartesian closed category of POSET � there is a unique mapping
�����S�� � US�S�� S� satisfying �����s����s�� � ��s��� s�� for every �s��� s�� �
S�� � S�� Since the orders on S�� � S � and on US�S�� S� are de	ned point�
wise� it is routine to show that �����S�� � US�S�� S� is monotone� since
��S�� � S� � S is monotone� Also� the fact that F dominates � implies
that ���� is dominated by ��F �� and clearly ��F��� � ���F ������� �

USPO��P ��� S���� ��S � � S���� S��S�

��� Finally� the uniqueness of ��F � and of
���� imply that ���F ������� is the unique 	ll�in satisfying

ap �
�
���F �������� ��P ��S��

�
� �F���� �

Corollary ��� The functor ���USPO � US de�ned by ���P� S� � S and

���f� �� � � has as its image a sub�cartesian closed category of US�

It is the ccc IS � ���USPO� that we intend to use for the semantic do�
main for modeling unbounded nondeterminism� The following result con	rms
that every morphism in this category has a least 	xed point�

Theorem ��� Dominated Convergence Theorem� Let �P� S� be a USPO�

object and let �f� ��� �P� S�� �P� S� be a morphism in USPO� Then ��S � S

has a least �xed point�

Proof� Since �f� ��� �P� S� � �P� S� is a morphism in USPO� f �S � S is a
monotone map satisfying f�P � � P� Now P is a cpo� and so Tarski�s Theorem
implies f has a least 	xed point in P � ie� there is a 	xed point x � P such
that f�x� � x and x v y for all 	xed points y of F in P � Since �f� �� is
a USPO�morphism� we know that � v f � Hence ��x� v f�x� � x� and so
x is a pre�	xed point of �� Since S is a ucpo� S also is an lcpo� so that �x
is a cpo� Thus �j�x� �x ��x is a monotone map on a cpo� and so it has
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a least 	xed point� 	x�� If y � S is any 	xed point of �� then y � x � S

and ��x � y� v ��x� � ��y� v x � y� the 	rst inequality following from the

monotonicity of � and the second from the fact that x and y are pre�	xed

points of f � Hence� x � y is a pre�	xed point of � that is in � x� and so

	x� v x � y� Thus 	x� is the least 	xed point of � in S� �

As a result of the last two theorems� we know that IS is a cartesian closed

category �in fact� a sub�ccc of POSET �� and for any object S � IS� every

morphism � � IS�S� S� has a least 	xed point in S� This is what we need

to assure that recursive terms of a language can be given meanings in this

category� We now show that PUS�P � is an object of this category for every

cpo P�

Theorem ��� Let P be a domain� Then PUS�P � is a IS�object� �

� Using PUS�P � to Model Unbounded Nondeterminism

In Section ��� we showed that the familyPUS�P � of all non�empty upper sets in

P forms a ucpo for which union is a continuous inf�semilattice operation� and

that it is universal for such semilattices� every continuous map from P into a

ucpo inf�semilattice supporting unbounded sums extends to a map preserving

all non�empty infs� In this section� we complete the picture for this potential

model by showing how we can use it to model unbounded nondeterminism�

We begin by giving an example language for which we will use PUS�P � to

build a model of unbounded nondeterminism�

For the sake of discussion� let L denote the language we are interested

in modeling� and assume that L supports unbounded nondeterminism� As a

speci	c example� we take the following as the set of BNF�like production rules

that de	ne the terms of L�

P ��� STOP j SKIP j a� P j P n a j P �P j PkP j
M

i�I

Pi j x j �x�P�

where STOP represents deadlock� SKIP represents normal termination� the

atomic actions a range over a given alphabet A� a� P is the process that 	rst

does a and then acts like P � P na denotes the process P with all occurrences of

the action a hidden from the environment� � denotes sequential composition�

k parallel composition� and
L

nondeterministic choice� The concern is not

about providing a de	nitive model for this particular language� but instead

about how the one operator
L

can be represented�

While
L

is de	ned to be an operator just like the others� there is one

delicate point here� Namely� all other operators have 	nite arity� but
L

is

assumed to apply to any index set I� Of course� such an operator is not well�

de	ned� there is no set of all sets to use as a basis for such a de	nition� But

there is a way around this problem� As is explained is more detail in 
�� we

can 	x a regular cardinal 	 that is larger than the cardinality of the family A

of atomic actions in our language� the family X of variables� and 
� the 	rst

in	nite cardinal� Then we can assume that all index sets I satisfy card I � 	�

Using an induction argument based on the �birth�date� of a term� it can be
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shown that the syntax of our language is well�de	ned�
L

i�I Pi is well�de	ned

for any index set I� Of course� we do not have any such problem in the

semantic model� since
L
is de	ned as a mapping with domain the family of

non�empty subsets of the semantic domain that models the language�

We also de	ne Lseq denote the �sequential� deterministic� sublanguage of

L � that sublanguage from which all nondeterministic programs are built using

the nondeterministic choice operator� Lseq would have production rules

P ��� STOP j SKIP j a� P j P n a j P �P j PkP j x j �x�P�
Lseq is the set of sequential� deterministic processes which can do some 	nite

number of actions from A in sequence and possibly normally terminate� or

else do in	nitely many actions from A� and A� forms a model for the 	nitary

sublanguage of Lseq� the portion whose BNF does not involve variables or

recursion� An obvious model for the 	nitary part of Lseq is the family A
�
of

	nite and in	nite words over A �the 	nite ones possibly ending in
p
�� We

are interested in modeling demonic nondeterminism� which treats deadlock as

catastrophic� a deadlock in either branch of the sum P � Q causes the sum

to deadlock as well�

We regard the languages we have just de	ned � L and Lseq � to be a �single

sorted� universal algebra� For example� L has signature
 � fSTOP� SKIPg �A � fa�� na j a � Ag � f� � jjg

�X � f�x� j x � Xg � fM
i�I

j card I � 	g�

where A denotes the set of atomic actions �which are constants in our lan�

guage� and X denotes the set of variables� We assume both of these sets are

countably in	nite�

It is well�known how to use the cartesian closed category of Scott domains

and continuous maps to build a model for the closed terms of the language

Lbd supporting bounded nondeterminism only from the model A� for Lseq� A

term is closed if it has no free variables� for details on this construction� see


�� The goal is to see how to mimic the construction in the less structured

category of ucpo�s and monotone maps having least 	xed points� The key to

building a model for Lbd which gives meaning to all processes � the closed

terms in Lbd � is the fact that there is a uniform way to assign 	xed points

to selfmaps� In the case of Scott domains and continuous maps� the least

	xed point operator itself is a continuous mapping from 
D � D to D for

any Scott domain D� The next result establishes the analogous result for the

category IS� in which each selfmap is guaranteed to have a least 	xed point
by Theorem ����

Theorem ��� If S is an object of the category IS� then the least �xed point

operator YS � IS�S� S�� S is an IS�morphism�

Proof� If S is an IS�object� then there is some cpo P so that �P� S� is a

USPO�object� Then� by Proposition ��� �S � S� is a cpo� and Theorem ���

implies ��S � S�� SS
� is a USPO�object� Now� if we let �S � S�P � ff jP j

f � �S � S�g� then the least 	xed point operator Y � �S � S�P � P is a CPO�
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morphism� We use this to de	ne YP � �S � S� � P by YP �f� � Y �f jP �� and
this mapping satis	es YS��� v YP �f� if �f� �� � USPO��P� S�� �P� S��� From

this it follows that �YP � YS� � USPO��S � S�� SS�� �P� S�� so YS� IS�S� S��
S is an IS�morphism� �

In order to fashion a semantic model for the language L using the semi�

lattice PUS�A��� we also must guarantee that the operators of the language

all have suitable interpretations in the category IS� But� the only way to

assure this is to produce morphisms of USPO that give rise to the ones we

are interested in� That is� we really have to carry out our semantic de	nitions

in the larger category USPO� and then transport them to the category IS via

the functor ��� But the approach we are using works by extending a model

for the �nitary part of L � that sublanguage not using variables or recursion

operators � to a model of the closed terms of language with variables and

recursion operators� The previous Theorem accomplishes part of that� since it

is required that the 	xed point picker is a morphism of the semantic category�

Also required is that� for any object S in the category� there is an object SX

of semantic environments also in the category� And� one also must be able

to alter semantic environments ��X � S in any variable to obtain a related

semantic environment 
� j x �� s�X � S� All this is quite straightforward

to verify� using the fact that the related category USPOis closed under these

operations� The details of what is needed is contained in 
�� and so we con	ne

our remarks here to outlining how to 	nd a model for the 	nitary sublanguage

of L�
We start by taking for the target object in USPO the pair �A��PUS�A����

The ultimate target for our semantics is the second component of this pair�

but to use the results of the previous section� we must show that each of the

operators of our language gives rise to a morphism of a USPO�object � a

cpo P and an associated semilattice S� Each such morphism itself is a pair

of mappings� one de	ned on P and the other de	ned on S� It is the second

component of this pair that will be the meaning of the operator in question�

but we need the pair the guarantee the second component has a least 	xed

point� Toward that end� we make the following de	nitions�

First� we de	ne meanings for the operators of Lseq on the domain A��

� STOP � �� the empty word�

� SKIP �
p
�

� a��A� � A�
by a� s � as�

� na�A� � A�
by s n a is s with all occurrences of a deleted�

� s� t�A� �A� � A�
by

s� t �

�
s if s 
� A

p

s�t if s � s�
p
�

� jj�A� �A� � A�
by sjjt � s � t�

Then� using the fact that PUS�P � is the free inf�semilattice over P � we can
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extend each of these meanings to operators on PUS�A
�

� by�

� STOP ��� � A��

� SKIP ��p � fpg�
� a��PUS�A

�
�� PUS�A

�
� by a� X ��fas j s � Xg�

� na�PUS�A
�
�� PUS�A

�
� by X n s ��fs n a j s � Xg�

� � �PUS�A
�
��PUS�A

�
�� PUS�A

�
� by X�Y ��fs� t j s � X � t � Y g�

� jj�PUS�A
�
��PUS�A

�
�� PUS�A

�
� by XjjY ��fsjjt j s � X � t � Y g�

�

L
i�I �PI�PUS�A

�
��� PUS�A

�
� by
L

i�I Xi �
S
i�I Xi� wherePI�PUS�A

�
��

is the set of subsets of PUS�A
�
� having cardinality card I�

The 	nal step is to show that each of these mappings is the second component

of a USPO�morphism� We use the map s ���fsg�A� � PUS�A
�
� to identify

A� with its image in PUS�A
�
� and generate a pair �A��PUS�A

�
��� Then�

�STOP� STOP � � USPO��A��PUS�A
�
��� �A��PUS�A

�
��� is a morphism of

USPO� and a similar pair works for SKIP � The mapping a� is deterministic

since it leaves A� invariant� and so

�a�� a�� � USPO��A��PUS�A
�
��� �A��PUS�A

�
����

A similar pair works for na for each a � A� For sequential composition�

�� � � � � USPO��A� �A��PUS�A
�
��PUS�A

�
��� �A��PUS�A

�
����

and similarly for jj� Finally� for
L

i�I � we assume that each index set I is

a subset of some universal index set J � and we are given a choice function

�P��J�� J � Then� we de	ne the USPO�morphism

����I��
M

i�I

�� �PO�A
�
��P��PUS�A

�
��� �A��PUS�A

�
�� where

���I��fsi j i � Ig� � s��I��

This shows that each of the mappings de	ned above is an IS�morphism� as

required�

� Conclusion

We have examined the possibility of constructing models for unbounded non�

determinism by generalizing the power domain constructions� The motivating

example was to 	nd a model in which one could distinguish a process capable

from executing any 	nite number of a�s from one that also could execute an

in	nite number of a�s� We found that the only model possible that also could

be universal among such models is the analogue of the upper or Smyth power

domain� And the model we have found here is quite simple � it is the family

of non�empty upper sets from the underling domain P used to model sequen�

tial� deterministic processes in the language� In terms of the language L we

considered� this model ful	lls the goal we set for it� since
M

n

�an�SKIP � � fanp j n � Ng
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is not the same as the process�M
n

�an�SKIP �

�
� a

� � fanp j n � Ng � fa�g�

In order to establish this as a useful model� we also described a category

USPO consisting of pairs of objects � a cpo contained in a semilattice sup�

porting all non�empty in	ma � and we derived results that assured that this

category is cartesian closed� Then� projecting this category onto its second

component led to the category ISwhich also is cartesian closed� and satis	es

the property that every self�morphism of an IS�object has a least 	xed point�

Finally� we have used our theory to construct a model for the 	nitary part of

a CSP�like language supporting unbounded nondeterminism� The model for

the associated language of closed terms of our language L can be constructed

using techniques similar to those described in 
��

��� Related Work

This work was motivated by the results in 
������� which focused on untimed

and Timed CSP� Our goal has been to elevate the results in 
� to the level

of a theory that could be applicable to languages other than CSP� We believe

the theory we have outlined has that possibility�

Nothing has been said about the role of fairness in this setting� In fact� a

number of authors have shown a close relation between fairness and unbounded

nondeterminism� cf�� 
���� Moreover� in 
� it was shown that one cannot have

a continuous semantics for unbounded nondeterminism if the goal includes

full abstraction� While we have not addressed these points su!ciently in this

preliminary version� we will make clear in the 	nal version the relationship

between the work presented here and the preceding work of others�

What also remains to be studied is a related operational model to go along

with the denotational model we have described� In fact� such models are

present in both 
�� and 
��� They are needed there in order to validate that

the least 	xed point de	ned abstractly is the operationally correct one� For

example� in our model� it can happen that a least 	xed point takes more than


�iterations to be attained� raising fundamental questions about its compu�

tational signi	cance� In each of the cited references it was shown that the

abstractly de	ned least 	xed point is the operationally correct ones� We be�

lieve a similar full abstraction result should be attainable for the theory we

propose here� Indeed� we believe that� if the sublanguage supporting only

bounded nondeterminism � the sublanguage Lbd in our case � has a fully ab�

stract model using the upper power domain PS�P �� then it should be possible

to obtain a fully abstract model for the language supporting unbounded non�

determinism using the associated domain PUS�P �� We also believe the results

in 
� showing that full abstraction can be extended from the 	nitary sublan�

guage to the language of closed terms should admit a generalization to the

setting we have been investigating that involves cpo�s� lcpo�s and monotone

maps�
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